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Abstract—This paper investigates and compares the community support for tourism development between two groups of minority ethnic descendants in Malacca, Malaysia, namely the Baba-Nyonya and Portuguese. A descriptive research design using a quantitative method with self-reported and self-administered questionnaires through cross-sectional approach was applied. Through the descriptive and inferential statistics, some significantly useful insights pertaining to the issue investigated were obtained. The research outcomes indicate that the sense of community is somewhat more effective in small communities in terms of togetherness, closeness and a sense of belonging compared to the slightly bigger minority group. In addition, the sense of community attributes through membership, influence, integration and shared emotional connections contributes to community participation in tourism development regardless of which ethnic group one belongs to.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The continuous development of tourism industries worldwide is not only for the purpose of expanding contemporary products and cultural values, but also for sustaining traditional resources [39]. The combination of these two elements directly boosts the economy of the country, situational contexts and the local communities without exception, as tourism development is closely associated with the communal efforts of all parties. Reference [40] contends that tourism destinations could not be achieved by solely depending on government initiatives without the participation of the private sectors, industry players, NGOs and the local communities. In regard to the local communities, [15] states that the essential successful element in tourism development, tourism planning and other aspects concerning a tourism destination is, without doubt, community support. Similarly, to achieve sustainable tourism there is always the need for support from the host community [37].

An approach called community-based tourism (CBT) has been introduced and practised in many developed and developing third world countries in accelerating the tourism industry. Researcher [17] reported that areas that have successfully practiced CBT are usually in prime areas that have good proximity to established tourism accessibility and links to the private sector, as well as local communities. However, in many instances, CBT has not been successfully achieved due to the limited involvement of the community in the main tourism development process [12]. It is therefore crucial for any tourism destination to allow the engagement of their local communities in tourism development and [37] argues that the best way to recognize a destination is by identifying the communities themselves as they are part of the host destination and are familiar with the resources of the destination that can be used as tourism products. In fact, the urge for the participation and involvement of the local communities in tourism development not only occurs in single nation countries, but is explicitly apparent in multiracial or multi ethnic countries. A similar development is taking place in Malaysia whereby, besides major ethnic groups such as Malay, Chinese and Indian, the minority ethnic groups such as Baba-Nyonya, Portuguese descendants and other minority indigenous groups are strongly encouraged to participate in the local and urban tourism development.

The participation and involvement of the minority local communities in any tourism development could not be achieved without the presence of a sense of community or community capacity buildings among the community. In this context, a sense of community is related to the interdependent relationship between an individual and a community [36] or the feelings of belonging felt by the community which means that all the members matter to one another. Reference [3] stated that a sense of community such as the feelings of obligation and commitment of an individual towards other members of the community develops over time through an understanding of collective values, beliefs and interests among community members. It is also developed from societal forms of socialization with a shared set of three categories in line with the prior statement, namely values, beliefs and interests. In short, a sense of community or community capacity buildings cannot be ignored, not only for community development, but for significantly relevant tourism development.

From the aforementioned notion, a few critical questions may be probed. What are the levels of a sense of community among the minority ethnic groups towards their community participation in tourism development? Are there any...
differences in the sense of community among minority ethnic groups toward their community involvement in tourism development? To date, the available studies have focused on the practicing approaches of the local community participation towards tourism development [35]; ways of enhancing local community participation through environment-friendly tourism [16], the potential of local communities in developing rural tourism products [14] and allowing the local communities to be part of the decision making for the tourism development [1] with rather less investigation into the sense of community among the minority ethnic groups towards tourism development. With that, this paper is empirically investigating the level and compares the sense of community in their participation in tourism development among and between the two Malacca (one of the states in Malaysia) minority ethnic groups, namely Baba-Nyonya and Portuguese descendants.

Baba-Nyonya is the term used for the descendants of late 15th and 16th-century Chinese immigrants. Members of this community in Malacca address themselves as “Baba-Nyonya”. Nyonya is the term for the women and Baba for the men. The culture uses the Baba language or Baba Malay, which is a mixture of the Malay language with particular words borrowed from Chinese, especially Hokkien, as well as Portuguese, Dutch, Tamil and English. Regarding the Portuguese, a record from the Malacca Tourism Promotion Division revealed that Malacca is the only state with settlements founded by the Portuguese in 1930 with the settlement called Padre Sua Chang and Bishop Estate as the founder. Another settlement was built in 1933, on 11 hectares of land in Ujong Pasir and known as Saint John's village. The local community includes Kristang, mixed Portuguese, and Malay and possibly mixed with Indian or Chinese ancestry, which arose during the Portuguese colonial period in the 16th to 17th century through cross-cultural marriages [19].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Sense of Community

In the initial stage, a sense of community is described as the interdependent relationship between the individual and a community [36]. Then, ranges of definitions and theoretical constructs are developed further to capture the core or essence of the sense of community itself. Some refer it as a feeling of belonging felt by the community that means that each of the members matters to the others. This is reflected in the sharing of faith in an effort to foster a very strong relationship with their community which eventually leads to the fulfillment of their needs [23]; [29]. As a sense of community is basically about a feeling of belonging to a community, which entails the interaction of one to another within the community, it is, therefore, found in every individual, neighbourhood, school, congregation or other places where similar goals, responsibilities and face-to-face relationships are the components [7]; [27]. Reference [6] states that there is a sense of community is the quality of human relationships that makes it possible for people to live together in a healthy and sustainable way and the ability of the local people to participate in development activities, while [3] deducing a sense of community as the feeling of obligation and commitment of an individual towards other members in the community that develops over time through an understanding of the collective values, beliefs and interests among community members. Some studies and practices in psychology and other disciplines still view a sense of community negatively, perhaps as an advertising slogan, or at worst as manipulation by politicians to build antagonism between groups [31]; [12].

Despite various definitions, [23] provides an established platform for extrapolation from most of the studies on the psychological sense of community. They divided the sense of community into four elements, namely membership, influence, integration and fulfillment of needs and shared emotional connections. The first element is the membership which is defined as the feeling of belonging or sharing the sense of personal relatedness, while the second element, which is influence, means a sense that one matters, or makes a difference to a group and any group mattering that relates to the members. The third element is reinforced with the meaning of fulfillment of needs in which the members’ needs are met by being a part of the membership of the group. The final element is shared emotional connection that is reflected in the community commitment towards their beliefs in sharing the same history, commonplaces, time spent together and mutual experiences.

B. Membership

Early scholars construed membership as a feeling of belonging to the righteous person who has invested part of himself in becoming a member [2]; [8]. Interestingly, there is the existence of boundaries for the members as to who belongs to the group and who does not. The existence of boundaries is to provide the members with the emotional safety necessary for meeting their needs and removing the feeling of being exposed as well as developing intimacy between one another [5]; [13]. Therefore, the presence of boundaries is relevant to a neighborhood community in separating “us” from “them”. Reference [26] denoted that there are numerous communities in which individuals are involved. For instance, the typical citizen may be involved with the community in the workplace, in the neighborhood, at the church or at the mosque. In a simple explanation, the sense of community may come from different sources such as feelings of belonging to any groups that matter to certain individuals [25]; [24].

As stated, membership has five attributes: boundaries, emotional safety, a sense of belonging and identification, private investment, and a universal symbol system [23]. The sense of belonging and identification, on the other hand, comes from the feelings, beliefs and expectations that one experiences in the group where they have a place, or the feeling that they are accepted by the group and the willingness to sacrifice for the group [23]. Personal investment is the feeling that one has earned a place in the group that creates an emotional connection [28]. The standard symbol system, on the other hand, is recognized as a strong integrative function.
of collective representation such as myths, symbols, rituals, rites, ceremonies, and holidays. Thus, the symbols create boundaries that differentiate between members and non-members of the group. Symbols for a neighborhood may reside in its name, a landmark, a logo, or the architectural style. On a national level, holidays, the flag, and the language play an integrative role, and, on a broader scale, basic archetypes unite humankind [23]; [31].

C. Influence

Influence in the sense of a community context concerns the group cohesiveness which first includes the members seeking to be influential towards the community in terms of the group members [23]. Influence in this sense, is the capacity to have an effect on the character, development or behavior of someone. It means that someone can have an impact on the community itself. However, it goes in both directions whereby the community can affect the character, development or behavior of an individual member, or members need to feel that they have some influence in the group, and some influence by the group on its members is needed for group cohesion. There is a positive relationship between cohesiveness and conforming to the community’s influence. The conformity is the indicator of cohesiveness and the force of being close to each other [28]. Equally importantly, it must be understood that the nature of the relationship between the community and the members works both ways in pertaining to influence. Recent findings in rural and urban communities have found that a sense of community is a major factor in development and influence is the capacity to have an effect on the character, development or behavior of someone [11]. Influence might appear to be contradictory but, in fact, works in both directions simultaneously [23].

D. Integration and Fulfillment of Needs

The integration and fulfillment of needs, also known as reinforcement, are apparently related to the urge for any group members to maintain a positive sense of togetherness and feel rewarded by the group itself [23]. The integration and reinforcement work as a motivator for individual behaviour and by participation in any association, members of the group expect to be rewarded or receive something beneficial to them in various ways [34]. The integration and reinforcement can also be strengthened with the adoption of shared values of the culture and when sharing values with similar needs that satisfy the needs of the members, an integrative force for cohesive communities could be achieved. With the possibility of determining the reinforcement that binds people together in a community, two reinforcing are identified. First, a group can succeed in bringing the members together with their status of being members [30]. Secondly, there is competence which is the capability of others to capture the attention that is beneficial because people are attracted to the rewards offered by the group members [18].

E. Shared Emotional Connections

A shared emotional connection is the commitment and belief that members have shared and will share the history, commonplaces, and time together and similar experiences [23]. In other words, shared emotional connection is based, in part, on a shared history. Although, shared history and shared participation are definitive elements of a true community, it is unnecessary for the group members to have experienced or participated in the history as long as they can manage to identify and share the value of it through contact with one another. In facilitating the strength of the community, the members interact in shared events and the specific attributes of the events. In short, [23] outlines seven features of the shared emotional connection:

i. The more members in the community interact, the more likely they are to become close.
ii. The higher the quality of community interaction, the stronger the bonds formed.
iii. Group unity is weaker when interaction lacks definition and community tasks are left unfinished.
iv. The more important an event is to those communities participating in it; the stronger their ties will be to one another.
v. The community is more important to those who invest more time, energy or emotional risk in it.
vi. Honouring or rewarding someone in front of the community makes them more attracted to it. Likewise, humiliating someone in front of the community makes them more adverse to it.

vii. Spiritual bonds are also important in all communities.

In sum, to build a strong community there is a need to offer members positive ways to interact, important events to share and ways to resolve them positively, opportunities to honour members, opportunities to invest in the community and opportunities to experience a spiritual bond among members.

F. Community Participation toward Tourism Development

Community participation is denoted as the creation of a democratic system and procedure to enable community members to become actively involved and to take responsibility for their own development, to share equally in the fruits of community development and to improve their decision-making power [22]. Community participation refers to the people’s engagement in activities within the community [33]. It is also known as the mechanism for active community involvement in partnership working, decision making and representation in community structures [10]; [9]; [38] and increases people’s sense of control over matters that affect their lives and also promotes self-confidence and self-awareness in portraying their community as individuals and a group [26]. To achieve community capacity and to resolve community problems, community participation is needed to empower people to take part in the development [21].

Reference [21] contended that knowledge and skill, local culture, tradition and pride in community heritage can be upheld and created through community participation in tourism development. In addition, besides the economic contribution, the local communities’ participation in tourism can as well be beneficial to tourism development, as it can create an effective environmental stewardship that builds on
indigenous, local and scientific knowledge, social empowerment, the protection of cultural heritage and the creation of interpretive and nature-based experiences for tourist learning and cross-cultural appreciation [20]. Community participation in tourism is the mechanism for active community involvement in partnership working, decision-making and representation in community structures [10]. The sense of community and community participation are the main factors that can aid the processes of tourism development and without it tourism development could not be achieved [4]. The sense of community, in fact, plays an important role in fostering community support for tourism development and may enhance its long-term sustainability as a broad basis for tourism development planning [15].

Despite being urged, according to [33] three dimensions limit the participation of the local communities in tourism development in developing countries namely (1) operational limitations which include centralization of public administration of tourism, lack of coordination, and lack of information, (2) structural limitations dealing with attitudes of professionals, lack of expertise, elite domination, lack of an appropriate legal system, lack of trained human resources, the relatively high cost of community participation and lack of funds and (3) cultural limitations associated with the limited capacity of poor people, along with apathy and low levels of awareness in the local community. Reference [32] on the other hand produced a model called a tourism development chain. This model explains the relationship and how a sense of community that comprises the attributes (membership, influence, integration, shared emotional connections) contributes to community participation and community development and tourism development.

III. METHODOLOGY

A descriptive research design using a quantitative approach through a cross-sectional study was applied to a self-reported and self-administered questionnaire. As this study is specifically looking among and between the two of Malacca’s most popular minority ethnic groups, namely Baba-Nyonya and Portuguese descendants, the unit analysis was an individual community of these two groups. With that, two popular Baba-Nyonya and Portuguese settlements were chosen for the data collection settings.

The survey instrument contains three major sections with the first section requiring information on gender, race, and age group, marital status, highest educational level attained, occupation, length of stay and the tourism activity participated in. The second section was created to assess the sense of community among the Baba-Nyonya and Portuguese communities, while the third section measures their community participation in state tourism development. For the second and third parts, individuals of both communities were required to translate their views on a five type Likert scale ranging from 1 with “strongly disagree” to 5 “strongly agree. Due to different age ranges, questions used in the instrument are short and straightforward, simple, clear and consistent and not difficult to answer. A pilot study was initially conducted to verify and confirm the reliability and validity of the items used. All comments and recommendations were considered, and some further changes were made before arriving at a final version of the survey instrument.

Prior to the actual survey, the Malacca State Tourism was initially contacted to identify the Baba-Nyonya and Portuguese communities in the Malacca state. A short discussion was subsequently held, and the Malacca State Tourism was most interested in participating in the research survey. This was evident when two officers were assigned to assist the researchers in the data collection process. With the assistance of the two state tourism officers, the survey was successfully conducted with one hundred and seventy-seven (177) questionnaires collected. The reliability test was then undertaken in the second section, which produced a Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.90 with 0.95 for the third section.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Respondent Profile

Based on frequency tests, 63.8 percent (n=113) of community members were males from both the Baba-Nyonya and the Portuguese ethnic groups compared to 36.2 percent (n=64) of females. 55.9 percent (n=99) were Baba-Nyonya, and 44.1 percent (n=78) were Portuguese descendants. 28.8 percent (n=51) among the adult group were aged between 30-39 years, followed by 27.7 percent (n=49) with the age range between 40-49 years old, while 19.2 percent (n=34) were in the 50 years of age and above group, 13.6 percent (n=24) represented the 20-29 years age group and 10.7 percent (n=19) were among the 16-19 years. 64.4 percent (n=114) of respondents were married against 35.6 percent (n=63) who were single. 64.4 percent (n=114) attained secondary school followed by the undergraduate degree level with 18.6 percent (n=33), diploma 13.6 (n=24) and masters degree around 3.4 percent (n=6). 42.4 percent (n=75) were working in private organizations; 32.2 percent (n=57) were self-employed and 25.4 percent (n=45) were in the government sectors. With regard to the length of stay, 28.8 percent had been in the settlement for more than 40 years (n=51), 16.9 percent (n=30) for more than 30 years, 5.1 percent (n=9) more than 20 years and 27.1 percent (n=48) more than 10 years, 6.8 percent (n=12) for 6-10 years and 15.3 percent (n=27) around 1-5 years. 59.3 percent (n=105) of the Baba-Nyonya and Portuguese communities participated in traditional festivals, 23.7 percent (n=42) were operating a homestay business, 13.6 percent (n=24) were selling arts and crafts and 3.4 percent (n=6) were involved in other activities.

B. Comparison on the Sense of Community

In comparing the sense of community between the two Malacca minority ethnic groups (98 respondents from Baba-Nyonya and 77 respondents from the Portuguese descendants), an independent sample t-test was undertaken based on its dimensions namely membership, influence, integration and shared emotional connections.
C. Membership

Looking at Table I, out of six items, five of the items were found to have statistically significant differences between the Baba-Nyonya and the Portuguese.

Table I

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PORTUGUESE AND BABA-NYONYA RESPONDENTS ON MEMBERSHIP DIMENSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Mean (m)</th>
<th>S.d</th>
<th>T-value</th>
<th>Sig 2-tail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Being a member of this community makes me feel good.</td>
<td>Baba Nyonya</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>.535</td>
<td>-1.22</td>
<td>.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>When I have a problem, I can talk about it with members of this community.</td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>.848</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Being a member of this community is a part of my identity.</td>
<td>Baba Nyonya</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>.701</td>
<td>-3.46</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Fitting into this community is important to me.</td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>.570</td>
<td>-3.41</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Members of this community care about one another.</td>
<td>Baba Nyonya</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>.689</td>
<td>-3.76</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>People in this community get along with one another.</td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>.570</td>
<td>-3.76</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both ethnic respondents had the same agreement that being a member of their community makes them feel good (M=4.46 for Portuguese and M=4.33 for Baba-Nyonya, p=.222). Nevertheless, Portuguese descendants gave a higher level of agreement to members of their community listening to their problems (M=4.58) compared to Baba-Nyonya (M=4.24, p=.001) and more strongly believed that being a member of the community is a part of their identity (M=4.58) than Baba-Nyonya (M=4.24, p=.001). With the strong feelings among the Portuguese ethnic group, it is not surprising that they strongly agreed that it is important for them to fit into the community (M=4.58) as opposed to Baba-Nyonya (M=4.21, p=.000) and it is enjoyable for them to be a part of the community (M=4.58) compared to Baba-Nyonya (M=4.21, p=.000). Finally, the Portuguese ethnic group strongly agreed that people in their community get along with one another (M=4.65) compared to the Baba-Nyonya community (M=4.21, p=.000). These differences brought a few distinctions between Portuguese and Baba-Nyonya, particularly relating to the membership and kinship among them.

D. Influence

This sub-section of the analysis compares the views of the Baba-Nyonya and Portuguese ethnic groups based on influence as part of a sense of community attributes. Results in Table III revealed that five out of six items show statistically significant differences between these two groups.

Table III

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PORTUGUESE AND BABA-NYONYA RESPONDENTS ON INFLUENCE DIMENSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Mean (m)</th>
<th>S.d</th>
<th>T-value</th>
<th>Sig 2-tail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Being a member of this community makes me feel good.</td>
<td>Baba Nyonya</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>.535</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>I can trust people in this community.</td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>.610</td>
<td>-2.23</td>
<td>.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>I feel hopeful about the future of this community.</td>
<td>Baba Nyonya</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>.701</td>
<td>-2.23</td>
<td>.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Members of this community care about one another.</td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>.574</td>
<td>-2.93</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>People in this community get along with one another.</td>
<td>Baba Nyonya</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>.689</td>
<td>-3.36</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>It is enjoyable for them to be a part of the community.</td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>.574</td>
<td>-3.23</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As such, both Baba-Nyonya and Portuguese respondents had similar view regarding what other community members think of them (M = 4.33 for Baba-Nyonya and M = 4.31 for Portuguese, p=.766). On the contrary, Portuguese respondents agreed that they trust the people in their community (M = 4.46) more than the Baba Nyonya respondents did (M = 4.24, p=.027) and more perceived members of the community can get their problems solved (M = 4.46) compared to the Baba-Nyonya (M = 4.24, p=.027). Portuguese respondents also agreed more that they felt hopeful about the future of their community (M = 4.50) compared to the Baba-Nyonya respondents (M = 4.21, p=.003) and they firmly believed that members of this community care about one another (M = 4.53), in contrast to Baba-Nyonya respondents (M = 4.21, p=.001).Therefore they strongly believed that they were accepted by others in the community (M = 4.54) in comparison to the Baba-Nyonya (M = 4.21, p=.001).The outcomes of this analysis indicate that a sense of community has a more significant influence on a small community in term of togetherness, closeness and sense of belonging compared to a slightly bigger community. In the context of this study, this referred to Portuguese descendants compared to the Baba-Nyonya ethnic group.

E. Integration

A number of patterns were identified which indicated some distinctions between Portuguese and Baba-Nyonya community
perceptions relating to integration as part of a sense of community attributes. Out of five items, four items had statistically significant differences between Baba-Nyonya and Portuguese respondents.

### TABLE V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Mean (m)</th>
<th>S.d</th>
<th>T-value</th>
<th>Sig 2-tail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Baba Nyonya</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>.676</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>.638</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>.570</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Baba Nyonya</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>.701</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>.629</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Baba Nyonya</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>.701</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>.574</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Baba Nyonya</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>.543</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>.497</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scale: 1= strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3= slightly disagree, 4= neither, 5= slightly agree, 6= agree, 7= strongly agree

### TABLE VI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>My important needs are met because I am part of this community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>This community has been successful in getting the needs of its members met.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>It is important to me that my thoughts and opinions are valued.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>I get many benefits from being active in this community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>I feel my involvement is rewarding.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again, Portuguese respondents agreed more that their important needs were met in being a part of the community (M = 4.46) compared to Baba-Nyonya (M = 4.18, p=.006) and gave a higher level of agreement that the community has been successful in getting the needs of its members met (M = 4.58) compared to the Baba-Nyonya (M = 4.30, p=.002). In fact they are more certain that they get many benefits from being active in the community (M = 4.54) as opposed to the Baba-Nyonya (M = 4.24, p=.003) and more strongly believed their involvement in the community is rewarding (M= 4.58) than the Baba-Nyonya (M = 4.36, p=.008). These findings suggest that the Portuguese descendants have greater confidence in the integration from the sense of community as it acts as a motivator to maintain the togetherness.

### F. Shared Emotional Connections

A similar test was undertaken on the shared emotional connection dimension. According to Table VII, all five items show statistically significant differences between the Baba-Nyonya and the Portuguese respondents.

Portuguese respondents have a greater level of agreement that they and community members value many things (M = 4.54) than the Baba-Nyonya (M = 4.24, p=.004). The Portuguese strongly believed that people in their community have similar needs, priorities and goals (M = 4.58) as opposed to the Baba-Nyonya (M = 4.21, p=.000) and strongly believed that their community has symbols and expressions of membership such as clothes, signs, art, architecture, logos, landmarks, and flags that people can recognize (M = 4.62) compared to the Baba-Nyonya (M = 4.27, p=.001).

With that feeling, it is not surprising that Portuguese respondents placed greater agreement on members of their community having shared important events together such as holidays, celebrations or disasters (M = 4.58) compared to the Baba-Nyonya (M = 4.42, p=.000). Again, the result of this section analysis indicates that a small minority group shares good emotional connections in terms of values, needs and cultural heritage.

### G. Community Participation

Comparisons of both ethnic groups’ views were further undertaken looking at community participation in tourism development. Three out of nine items have statistically significant differences.

It is interesting to note that the Baba-Nyonya agreed that their participation in the community gives an opportunity for them to learn new skills and knowledge in the tourism industry (M = 4.33) more than the Portuguese respondents who slightly agreed on this matter (M = 3.96, p=.000). Baba-Nyonya agreed more that participation in the community gives an opportunity for them to be directly involved in tourism sector activities such as homestay, arts and crafts and traditional festivals (M = 4.24) than the Portuguese (M= 4.42, p=.050). In addition, the Baba-Nyonya also agreed that their participation in the community gives an opportunity to get support from central and state tourism authorities (M= 4.42) more than the Portuguese (M=4.04, p=.000).
As for their lifestyle, economy and income, both ethnic groups agreed that these components are improving as a result of participating in tourism activities (M = 4.39 for Baba-Nyonya and M = 4.30 for Portuguese, p = .299). Thus, both ethnic groups perceived that their participation in the tourism activities through community participation helped to boost the state tourism image (M = 4.27 for the Baba-Nyonya and M = 4.42 for the Portuguese, p = .220). What could be said from this analysis is that participation in the community not only gives opportunities to learn new skills and knowledge in the tourism industry, but creates opportunities to be directly involved in this industry sector activities, thus improving their lifestyle, economy and income.

V. DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS

As mentioned in the literature, a sense of community is the feeling of belonging tied to the feeling of interests, motivation, health, and happiness or common interests shared by a community. Those are the feelings people seek in order to feel like a member of the community. Similar feelings were expressed by the two minority ethnic groups of Baba-Nyonya and Portuguese descendants as the sample of this present study. Both minorities have a strong sense of community and being a member of their community is considered essential not only for social bonding and togetherness, but in projecting their actions and behaviour concerning their community.

Despite this, a sense of community is slightly better built among the smaller or minority ethnic group. In the context of this study, the Portuguese descendants as a small community seem to have a stronger sense of community either on membership, influence, integration and shared emotional connection than the ethnic group of the Baba-Nyonya. The Portuguese descendants have a greater commitment towards their community integration and confidence that a sense of community acts as a motivator to maintain the togetherness. This result clearly strengthens the other researchers’ notion that togetherness among small ethnic groups is much more intact with participation by their community members being obvious, thus allowing the community to preserve and sustain their cultural heritage and customs.

Another remarkable and most important finding is that the sense of community attributes through membership, influence, integration and shared emotional connections contributes towards community participation in tourism development. Being part of the community not only gives benefits to members in personal matters but to the community as a whole through tourism projects or activities, as government assistance is normally channeled through the association. In the case of the study, homestay businesses, traditional festivals, arts and crafts are some of the examples of tourism activities undertaken by the minority Baba-Nyonya and Portuguese that contribute to Malacca state tourism development, in addition to other major ethnic products like Malay, Chinese and Indian. Both minority ethnic groups believed that participation in the community led them to new skills and knowledge, opportunities to be directly involved in tourism industry activities, improved their lifestyle, economy,
and income and thus helped to boost the state tourism image.

In line with the above notion, the Ministry of Tourism Malaysia and the Malacca Tourism Promotion Division which are responsible for tourism development should continually encourage each minority community association to attract more individuals to be part of their members. These authorities should impart information on the importance of minority contribution and participation (Baba-Nyonya and Portuguese descendants) to Malacca state as well as Malaysia tourism development. In fact, the treasures from these two ethnic groups, besides other attributes, are considered core to Malacca’s image and identity.

As for the Baba-Nyonya and Portuguese minorities, they should not be abandoned valuable treasures but take proactive action together with the majority to position and maintain the Malacca as one of the heritage cities in the world [39]. In addition, the key players in the tourism industry should also take into consideration the minority communities’ wellbeing as their presence is vital in representing their culture and ethnic group in tourism development.

As a conclusion, it would be a great loss and detrimental to the communities and any country’s tourism if there were no reciprocal relationship between all parties, as direct involvement of all communities is fundamental not only in creating a harmonious and prosperous society but for future tourism development as well.
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